Lesson 1

Exercise 1
1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. T
7. F
8. F

Exercise 2
I am looking for a job. I have been an electrical engineer for the past eight years. I arrived in the U.S. a few months ago, so I have not had much experience with American job interviews. I don’t think my English is a problem because I have studied English since I was a child. In my country, I found a job right after I graduated from college. I stayed at the same job until I came here. The process of finding a job in the U.S. is a bit different. To learn about this process, I have used the Internet. I have also taken a course at a nearby college on how to prepare for an interview. So far, I have had three interviews, but I have not done well on them. I hope that each interview will help me do better on the next one, and soon I hope to find a good job.

Exercise 3
1. eaten
2. gone
3. read
4. driven
5. worked
6. seen
7. believed
8. swum
9. drunk
10. stolen
11. found
12. listened
13. thought
14. lived
15. made
16. written
17. grown
18. begun
19. been
20. studied
21. ridden
23. looked
24. left
25. fallen
26. felt
27. chosen
28. lost
29. done
30. understood

**Exercise 4**
1. has had
2. has gotten
3. have been
4. have always been
5. has already graduated
6. have read
7. has never worked
8. has sent
9. has interviewed
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**Exercise 5**
1. ’ve
2. ’ve
3. ’s
4. ’s
5. ’s
6. hasn’t
7. haven’t
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**Exercise 6**
1. have
2. had
3. ve
4. ’ve had OR have had
5. have
6. had OR owned
7. Have
8. ’s OR has
9. come OR traveled OR been
10. ’s OR has
11. come OR been OR visited
12. told OR said to
13. Have
14. ve
15. interviewed
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**Exercise 7**
2. a short time OR x years
3. three
4. a factory (answer will vary)
5. hotels
6. his date of birth, marital status, etc.
7. four
8. found
9. hasn’t he found
10. Has he
11. been OR worked as
12. Has he, has
13. has he been
14. has he
15. three, lived
16. studied

Exercise 8
1. lived OR been, since
2. long, s, for
3. has OR ’s, since
4. since, graduated
5. Ø
6. last OR past
7. Have
8. How
9. ’s OR has, graduated
10. ever or Ø

Exercise 9
Answers will vary.

Exercise 10
Answers will vary

Exercise 11
Answers will vary

Exercise 12
Answers will vary

Exercise 13
Answers will vary.

Exercise 14
1. have you had, ’ve had OR have had
2. has she been, has been married OR ’s been married
3. do, have you had, ’ve had OR have had, for, answers will vary
5. does, long has she had, ’s had OR has had, answers will vary
6. Is, has she been, answers will vary
7. does, How, has it had, has had OR ’s had, answers will vary
8. do, have you known, ’ve known OR have known, since, were
9. Does, have, does, has he had it, has had OR ’s had, since (answers will vary)
10. does, Has, liked, has, liked

Exercise 15
1. always taught grammar?
2. always worked with ESL students?
3. always been a teacher at this school?
4. always thought about grammar?
5. always been easy for you?
6. Answers will vary / always be ______________?
7. always lived in this city?
8. always liked teaching?

Exercise 16
Answers will vary. Possible questions include:
1. Have you always been a good student?
2. Have you always worn glasses?
3. Have you always liked to travel?
4. Have you always been interested in politics?
5. Have you always liked American movies?
6. Have you always been an optimist?
7. Have you always thought about your future?
8. Have you always lived in an apartment?
9. Have you always been a friendly person?
10. Have you always used credit cards?
11. Have you always worked hard?
12. Have you always wanted a college degree?

Exercise 17
1. has (OR ’s) been sending
2. have been worrying
3. has (OR ’s) been taking
4. has (OR ’s) been reading
5. has (OR ’s) been working
6. have been advising

Exercise 18
1. have, been working, ’ve been working OR have been working
2. Does, has, studying, ’s been studying OR has been studying, came OR moved
3. does, has she been, ’s been teaching OR has been teaching
4. do, have you been wearing, ’ve been wearing OR have been wearing, was
5. Do, do, have they been living, for x years/ months (answers will vary)
6. is, has he been preparing, May, Tuesday, etc. (answers will vary)
7. Are, am, have you been studying, ’ve been studying OR have been studying
8. Is, is, has he been using, he has been using OR ’s been using, since
vary)
10. Is, is, has she been talking, 20 minutes, two hours, etc. (answers will vary)

Exercise 19
1. I’ve been working…
2. I’ve been living…
3. I’ve been attending…
4. I’ve been trying to…
5. I’ve been wearing…
6. He/She has been explaining…
7. I’ve been thinking about…
8. I’ve been using…
9. I’ve been studying…
10. We’ve been using…

Exercise 20
1. did you own
2. have you studied OR have you been studying
3. did you study
4. have you been
5. did you live
6. have you had
7. did you buy
8. did you register
9. did the semester begin
10. did the teacher arrive

Exercise 21
1. in
2. have you been
3. ’ve been looking
4. happened
5. got
6. haven’t had
7. in OR for
8. ’ve OR have always wanted
9. ’ve been waiting OR have been waiting
10. ’s been driving OR has been driving
11. past OR last
12. ’ve been spending
13. haven’t earned OR haven’t been earning
14. ’ve never worked
15. graduated
16. ’ve been waiting
17. since
18. ’ve never given
1. have, ’ve had OR have had
2. written, ’ve written OR have written
3. been, ’ve been OR have been
4. has, hasn’t been
5. many, has, taught, has OR ’s taught
6. much, spent, has OR ’s spent
7. many, have used, have used
8. many, have we done, ’ve

Exercise 23
1. I’ve had…or I haven’t had any jobs in this city.
2. I’ve had…or I haven’t had any job interviews in this city.
3. I’ve had…or I haven’t had any out-of-town visitors.
4. I’ve bought…or I’ve never bought a car.
5. I’ve attended…
6. I’ve lived in…or I’ve never lived in any apartments in this city.
7. I’ve gone downtown…or I’ve never gone downtown in this city.

Exercise 24
1. A: How much tea have you had today? / B: Answers will vary.
2. A: How many glasses of juice have you drunk today? / B: Answers will vary.
3. A: How many cookies have you eaten today? / B: Answers will vary.
4. A: How many glasses of water have you had today? / B: Answers will vary.
5. A: How many times have you checked your e-mail today? / B: Answers will vary.
6. A: How many miles have you walked or driven today? / B: Answers will vary.
7. A: How much money have you spent today? / B: Answers will vary.
8. A: How many text messages have you received today? / B: Answers will vary.
9. A: How many text messages have you sent today? / B: Answers will vary.
10. A: How many photos have you taken today? / B: Answers will vary.
11. A: How many times have you used your dictionary today? / B: Answers will vary.

Exercise 25
1. ’ve made
2. had
3. had
4. has offered OR ’s offered
5. ’ve been
6. ’ve seen
7. given
8. gave
9. haven’t had
10. ’ve talked
11. haven’t had
12. Was it
13. never had
14. graduated
15. found
16. worked
17. ’ve had
There’s going to be a job fair at the college next week. Have you ever gone to one?

Representatives from different companies come to one place. You can meet these people, find out about their companies, and give them your résumé. Lately I’ve been going to a lot of job fairs. And I’ve been looking for jobs online. I’ve just rewritten my résumé too. I haven’t found a job yet, but I’m hopeful.

But you have a good job as an office manager.

I’m going to quit in two weeks. I’ve already given my employer notice. I’ve worked there for two years, and I haven’t had a raise yet. I’ve realized that I can make more money doing something else. I’ve talked to a career counselor and I’ve taken a test to see what I’m good at. I’ve also taken more courses to upgrade my skills.

Have you decided what you want to do?

Yes. I’ve decided to be a legal assistant.

Second question may vary. Examples are given.

1. Have you ever found money on the street?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you find money?

2. Have you ever gone to a garage sale?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you go to a garage sale?

3. Have you ever met a famous person?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you meet a famous person?

4. Have you ever studied art history?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you study art history?

5. Have you ever baked bread?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you bake bread?

6. Have you ever been on television?
   Yes, I have.
   When were you on television?

7. Have you ever won a contest or a prize?
   Yes, I have.
   When did you win a contest?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you lend money to a friend?
B: I lent money to a friend…
9. A: Have you ever lost your keys?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you lose your keys?
B: I lost my keys…
10. A: Have you ever broken an arm or a leg?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you break your arm or leg?
B: I broke my arm/leg…
11. A: Have you ever gone to a football game?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you go to a football game?
B: I went to a football game…
12. A: Have you ever gone to court?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you go to court?
B: I went to court…
13. A: Have you ever heard of Martin Luther King, Jr.?
B: Yes, I have.
A: How did you hear of Martin Luther King, Jr.?
B: I heard of Martin Luther King, Jr.…
14. A: Have you ever eaten in a Vietnamese restaurant?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you eat in a Vietnamese restaurant?
B: I have eaten in a Vietnamese restaurant…
15. A: Have you ever ordered products over the Internet?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What kind of products have you ordered over the Internet?
B: I have ordered …
16. A: Have you ever gotten lost in this city?
B: Yes, I have.
A: Where did you get lost?
B: I got lost…
17. A: Have you ever told a lie?
B: Yes, I have.
A: Why did you tell a lie?
B: I told a lie…
18. A: Have you ever gone to Canada?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you go to Canada?
B: I went to Canada…
19. A: Have you ever traveled by train?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you travel by train?
B: I traveled by train…
20. A: Have you ever eaten pizza?
B: Yes, I have.
A: When did you eat pizza?
21. A: Have you ever acted in a play?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you act in a play?  
   B: I acted in a play…
22. A: Have you ever seen a play in this city?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you see a play in this city?  
   B: I saw a play …
23. A: Have you ever eaten Chinese food?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you eat Chinese food?  
   B: I ate Chinese food…
24. A: Have you ever seen a career counselor?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you see a job counselor?  
   B: I saw a job counselor…
25. A: Have you ever gone camping?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you go camping?  
   B: I went camping…
26. A: Have you ever used a scanner?  
   B: Yes, I have.  
   A: When did you use a scanner?  
   B: I used a scanner…

**Exercise 28**  
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 29**  
1. have, liked  
2. been OR gone, Have, went OR was  
3. broke, did, break  
4. Have, have, came  
5. Have, seen, have, have OR ’ve, seen  
6. Have, been OR gone, have OR ’ve, went, read, Have, read, read

**Exercise 30**  
1. Have you ever gotten job counseling at this school?  
2. Have you ever used the Internet to find a job?  
3. Have you ever filled out a job application online?  
4. Have you ever used the *Occupational Outlook Handbook*?  
5. Have you ever gone to a state employment office?  
6. Have you ever used a résumé writing service?  
7. Have you ever taken courses to train for a job?  
8. Have you ever read a book about finding a job?  
9. Have you ever attended a job fair?  
10. Have you ever used a computer on a job?  
11. Have you ever worked in a restaurant?  
12. Have you ever had a problem with a coworker?  
13. Have you ever worked for a family member?
15. Have you ever thought about owning your own business?
16. Have you ever been unemployed?
17. Have you ever quit a job?
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**Exercise 31**
1. A: Have you bought a map of this city yet? B: Answers will vary.
2. A: Have you found an apartment yet? B: Answers will vary.
3. A: Have you gotten a library card yet? B: Answers will vary.
4. A: Have you used public transportation yet? B: Answers will vary.
5. A: Have you visited any museums yet? B: Answers will vary.
6. A: Have you met any of your neighbors yet? B: Answers will vary.

**Exercise 32**
1. A: Have we had an exam yet? B: Answers will vary
2. A: Have we studied modals yet? B: Answers will vary.
3. A: Have you learned the irregular past tenses yet? B: Answers will vary.
4. A: Has the teacher learned the students’ names yet? B: Answers will vary.
5. A: Have you learned the other students’ names yet? B: Answers will vary.
6. A: Has the teacher taught the past perfect yet? B: Answers will vary.

**Exercise 33**
1. He has already bought a new tie.
2. He has already washed his white shirt.
3. He hasn’t ironed his white shirt yet.
4. He has already gotten a haircut.
5. He has already rewritten his résumé.
6. He hasn’t taken his résumé to a copy center yet.
7. He has already seen a job counselor.
8. He hasn’t put his papers in his briefcase yet.
9. He has already sent for his transcripts.
10. He has already gotten letters of recommendation.

**Exercise 34**
1. eaten OR had, ate OR had
2. Has, got, had, gotten, got
3. found, haven’t
4. seen, saw
5. thought, made, bought OR got
6. begun OR started, began OR started
7. have OR ’ve, made
8. Has, gotten
9. left, left
10. finished
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**Exercise 35**
1. A: Have you written to your family lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I wrote to my family…
2. A: Have you gone to the library recently?
3. A: Have you gone to the zoo lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I went to the zoo…
4. A: Have you seen any good movies lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I saw…
5. A: Have you received any letters lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I received a letter…
6. A: Have you been absent lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I was absent…
7. A: Have you had a job interview lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I had a job interview…
8. A: Have you read any good books recently?
   B: Yes, I have. I read…
9. A: Have you made any international calls lately?
   B: Yes, I have. I made an international call…
10. A: Have you taken any tests recently?
    B: Yes, I have. I took a test…

Exercise 36
Answers will vary.

Exercise 37
1. taken, haven’t
2. seen, saw
3. gone, went
4. bought, bought
5. had, haven’t had
6. visited, ’ve OR have, visited
7. done, did
8. gone, haven’t
9. written, wrote
10. read, haven’t
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Exercise 38
Answers will vary.

Exercise 39
Answers will vary.
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Exercise 40
Answers will vary.

Exercise 41
Answers will vary.

Exercise 42
1. ’ve tried
2. ’ve eaten
4. ’ve met
5. ’ve seen
6. asked
7. ’ve visited
8. ’ve gone
9. ’ve taken
10. ’ve even gone
11. ’ve learned
12. ’ve written
13. ’ve had
14. ’ve gone
15. ’ve even used
16. went
17. gave
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Exercise 43
1. She’s been staying in bed.
2. She has just lost her job.
3. she has been looking for a new job.
4. I have been practicing with my counselor.
5. she has changed her mind.
6. I have been meeting new people.
7. have found a new job.
8. I have been saving my money.
9. I have made my decision.
10. I’ve been working very hard on it.

Exercise 44
1. have OR ’ve worked
2. worked, took
3. have OR ’ve never thought OR never thought
4. have OR ’ve been cutting
5. have OR ’ve never had
6. worked
7. have OR ’ve been, have OR ’ve had, haven’t had
8. ’ve been thinking OR have been thinking
9. was
10. have OR ’ve often asked
11. have OR ’ve been using

Editing Quiz
1. C
2. C
3. Ø
4. been
5. C
6. had
7. haven’t seen
8. we were
10. have you been doing
11. for OR in
12. haven’t met
13. haven’t found
14. I’ve always had
15. haven’t found
16. I’ve been working
17. I’ve been working
18. for
19. I found
20. I’ve lived OR I’ve been living
21. haven’t found
22. I’ve been living

Test/Review

Part 1
1. don’t have
2. have OR ’ve been looking
3. haven’t had
4. graduated
5. hasn’t found
6. have disappeared OR have been disappearing
7. have gone OR have been going
8. came
9. Have you ever used
10. have
11. told
12. started
13. have
14. work
15. have you worked OR have you been working
16. got
17. chose
18. studied
19. go
20. feel
21. have
22. have OR ’ve gotten
23. Have you ever thought
24. have OR ’ve thought
25. have OR ’ve never been
Lesson 2

2.1

2.2

Exercise 1
1. A
2. A
3. P
4. P
5. P
6. A
7. P
8. P
9. A
10. P
11. P
12. A

Exercise 2
1. is seen
2. will be chosen
3. can be seen
4. have been made
5. was given
6. is being shown
7. was made
8. has been shown
9. have been given
10. was given
11. was, added, was added
12. are often made
13. have been filmed
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Exercise 3
Answers will vary.

2.4

Exercise 4
1. are made
2. is being made
3. can be found
4. are not allowed
5. will be announced OR are going to be announced
6. were presented
7. were published
8. is being built
9. have been sold
10. was, filmed
11. was taken
12. is called
14. are shown
15. was added
16. are presented, was built
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**Exercise 5**
1. was created, Walt Disney
2. was invented
3. was written
4. was made
5. was sung
6. was directed

**Exercise 6**
1. are made
2. has made
3. are going to rent OR will rent
4. designs
5. was wearing, was designed
6. wrote, was written
7. had
8. have never seen
9. is used
10. make
11. always thank
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**Exercise 7**
1. The actress was handed an Oscar. / The Oscar was handed to the actress.
2. The guests were served dinner. / Dinner was served to the guests.
3. The students were told the answers. / The answers were told to the students.
4. You will be sent an invitation. / An invitation will be sent to you.
5. We have been shown the movie. / The movie has been shown to us.
6. The winners will be given flowers. / Flowers will be given to the winners.
7. You have been given the key. / The key has been given to you.
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**Exercise 8**
1. No change.
2. A box of popcorn was left on the seat.
3. No change.
4. No change.
5. No change.
6. Finding Nemo can be rented on DVD.
7. A movie will be shown at 9:30 in the auditorium.
8. All the tickets have been sold.

**Exercise 9**
1. became, created
2. didn’t draw
4. was given
5. moved
6. lived
7. died
8. are created
9. are moving
10. look

Exercise 10
1. worked
2. appeared
3. wasn’t considered OR was not considered
4. won
5. was scheduled
6. happened
7. was shot
8. didn’t die
9. also was wounded
10. was postponed
11. recovered
12. finished
13. died

Exercise 11
1. C
2. I don’t like scary movies. I can’t sleep afterwards.
3. Was the movie directed by Steven Spielberg?
4. People in the audience eat OR are eating popcorn.
5. The popcorn is fresh. It is being popped right now.
6. Popcorn is sold in the lobby of the theater.
7. Before the movie, coming attractions are shown.
8. At the end of the movie, we left the theater and went home.
9. A lot of popcorn containers and candy wrapper were left on the floor of the theater.
10. Some movies can be enjoyed by the whole family.
11. Tickets can be bought online ahead of time.
12. What happened? I can’t find my ticket.
13. C
14. The movie is for adult. Children aren’t permitted to enter.
15. C
16. C
17. Some movies should not be seen by children.
18. C
19. At the Oscar ceremony, the actors arrived in limousines.
20. C
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Exercise 12
1. got shot
2. got killed
3. get hired
5. got stolen
6. got punished
7. get done
8. got sent
9. got caught
10. get towed
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Exercise 13
1. The movie is frightening. / The children were frightened.
2. The book is interesting. / The children are interested.
3. The children are amusing. / The adults are amused.
4. The trip was tiring. / The children were tired.
5. The game was exciting. / The children were excited.
6. The vacation was exhausting. / The adults were exhausted.
7. The movie was boring. / The adults were bored.
8. Chaplin is interesting. / I’m interested in Chaplin.

Exercise 14
1. exciting
2. convincing
3. disappointed
4. amazing
5. interesting
6. annoyed
7. disappointing
8. satisfying

Exercise 15
Answers will vary.
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Exercise 16
1. closed
2. located
3. involved
4. allowed
5. made
6. involved
7. born
8. educated
9. paid
10. known
11. married

Exercise 17
1. Is Halle Berry married?
2. C
3. Almost every seat in the theater is filled.
5. C
6. Walt Disney was born in 1901.
7. When you’re finished with the DVD, please return it to the video store.
8. Is the Oscar made of gold?
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Exercise 18
1. got
2. is
3. get
4. is
5. gets
6. get
7. will be
8. be
9. got

Editing Quiz
1. C
2. C
3. exhausted
4. bored
5. C
6. should be seen
7. interesting
8. was directed
9. by
10. did he direct
11. C
12. him
13. C
14. was eating
15. started
16. was
17. can be rented
18. be seen
19. happened
20. Did
21. die
22. C
23. get married
24. watched

Test/Review
Part 1
1. will be chosen OR is going to be chosen
2. has been seen
3. doesn’t eat
4. is being made
5. didn’t see
7. will buy
8. don’t permit
9. was being made, was hurt
10. should be seen
11. is done, isn’t drawn
12. became
13. left, returned
14. was shot OR got shot, was watching, died, was caught OR got caught

Part 2
1. Subtitles are used in foreign movies.
2. Children aren’t permitted to see this movie.
3. When was this theater built?
4. The theater is being cleaned now.
5. A popcorn box has been left on the floor.
6. A movie will be made about Chaplin’s life. OR A movie about Chaplin’s life will be made.
7. When is the theater going to be closed?

Part 3
1. My sister will drive me to the theater.
2. I didn’t see the movie.
3. George Lucas is filming the movie.
4. The director should make a decision.
5. The actor needs a new costume
6. Did your friend meet you at the theater?
7. When did the child break the DVD?

Part 4
1. interesting
2. interested
3. known
4. allowed
5. married
6. entertaining
7. bored
8. exciting
9. interested
10. crowded
11. frightened
12. frightening
13. disappointed
14. exciting
Lesson 3
3.1
3.2
**Exercise 1**
1. were waiting
2. was traveling
3. wasn’t traveling
4. was returning
5. were looking
6. were preparing
7. were waiting
8. were they waiting

3.3
**Exercise 2**
1. A: What were you doing at ten o’clock last night?  
   B: Answers will vary.
2. A: What were you doing at seven o’clock this morning?  
   B: Answers will vary.
3. A: What were you doing at two o’clock last night?  
   B: Answers will vary.
4. A: What were you doing when the teacher entered the classroom today?  
   B: Answers will vary.
5. A: What were you doing at (answers will vary)?  
   B: Answers will vary.
6. A: What were you doing while the teacher was explaining the past continuous?  
   B: Answers will vary.

**Exercise 3**
1. was returning, disintegrated
2. was sleeping, woke
3. heard, was driving
4. was walking, happened
5. was returning, were waiting
6. were you doing, happened
7. was lifting, exploded
8. were watching, occurred

3.4
**Exercise 4**
1. was sleeping
2. woke
3. jumped
4. ran
5. was fixing
6. saw
7. went
8. called

2.
9. was the *Columbia* traveling
10. happened
12. were communicating
13. stopped
14. did you do
15. realized
16. notified
17. were waiting
18. happened
19. happened
20. began
21. started
22. tried
23. Did you find
24. called
25. called
26. were hunting
27. found
28. found

Exercise 5
1. was getting, came, opened, was standing, were watching, fell
2. was sleeping, was watching , started, ran, picked, put
3. got, were watching, didn’t turn, started, came, was cooking
4. was listening, was working, heard, went
5. was driving, rang, was talking, had, hit, was wearing
6. began, were watching, had, was looking, entered, scared
7. was looking, found, was wearing, took
8. was typing, lost, came, turned, was going to, lost, had

3.5
Exercise 6
1. had made
2. had the captain had
3. had been invented
4. had not begun yet OR had not yet begun
5. had never read
6. Had you already heard
7. had the Titanic originally had
8. had they been removed
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Exercise 7
1. had already been invented
2. had ever been built
3. (had) originally had
4. left, had been removed
5. had broken
6. didn’t pay, had received
7. hit, had been
8. were, had already left
9. arrived, had already sunk
Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
1. By the time I got to class, the teacher had already arrived. OR When I got to class, the teacher hadn’t arrived yet.
2. By the time I got to class, most of the students had already arrived. OR When I got to class, most of the students hadn’t arrived yet.
3. By the time I got to class, the class had already begun. OR When I got to class, the class hadn’t begun yet.
4. By the time I got to class, the teacher had already taken attendance. OR When I got to class, the teacher hadn’t taken attendance yet.
5. By the time I got to class, I had already done the homework. OR When I got to class, I hadn’t done the homework yet.
6. By the time I got to class, the teacher had already handed back the last homework. OR When I got to class, the teacher hadn’t handed back the last homework yet.
7. By the time I got to class, the teacher had already explained the past perfect. OR When I got to class, the teacher hadn’t explained the past perfect yet.

Exercise 9
1. stepped, had ever walked
2. had completed
3. had had
4. had done
5. had had
6. had happened
7. had died
8. had been found
9. knew, had lost
10. didn’t realize, had created
11. ended, had collected
12. sent, had already been discovered

Exercise 10
1. 1, 2
2. 2, 1
3. 1, 2
4. 2, 1
5. 2, 1
6. 1, 2
7. 2, 1
8. 1, 2

Exercise 11
1. had never seen
2. were
3. had been removed
4. broke
5. had received
6. ran
7. came
had been
thought
were
started
had fallen
began

3.8
**Exercise 12**
1. had been burning
2. had been living
3. had been trying
4. had been waiting
5. had been traveling

3.9
**Exercise 13**
1. had been waiting, got
2. had been living, left
3. felt, had been working
4. had been studying, broke out
5. left, had been going on
6. had been waiting, got
7. got, had been traveling

**Exercise 14**
1. had reached
2. had been
3. had been fighting
4. had spread
5. had died
6. had lost
7. had lived OR had been living
8. had never had
9. had been rebuilt
10. had reached

3.10
**Exercise 15**
1. had gone
2. had been studying OR was studying
3. ’ve always dreamed
4. had ever walked
5. ’ve already gotten
6. ’ve read OR have been reading
7. ’ve already written
8. ’ve already taken
9. has had
10. had already had
11. have been
Exercise 16
1. have struck
2. Have you ever visited
3. had already died
4. had never heard
5. have we read
6. were you doing, heard
7. was watching, heard
8. has lived
9. was built
10. was (OR had been) traveling, hit
11. were (OR had been) sleeping
12. went, had already left
13. arrived, had already sunk
14. was found
15. had ever occurred
16. have been

Exercise 17
1. Have you ever visited
2. have OR ‘ve visited
3. hasn’t been rebuilt
4. have started
5. Were you living
6. wasn’t OR was not
7. was living
8. heard
9. saw
10. did he do
11. found
12. was carrying
13. had been walking
14. had taken
15. was crying OR cried
16. left
17. happened
18. Did they find
19. was found
20. were waiting
21. arrived
22. didn’t come OR did not come
23. had been living
24. had become OR became
25. was
26. took OR had taken

Editing Quiz
1. died
2. traveled OR was traveling
4. (had) spent
5. C
6. waited
7. C
8. was smiling
9. C
10. C
11. C
12. had been OR was
13. were immigrating
14. C
15. were rescued
16. C
17. had been
18. C
19. C
20. had lived
21. C
22. C
23. C
24. C
25. have been
26. have been

Test/Review

Part 1
1. heard
2. woke
3. said
4. had happened OR was happening
5. went
6. seemed
7. was still playing
8. insisted
9. had communicated OR had been communicating OR was communicating
10. started
11. assured
12. was
13. started
14. were
15. were fighting
16. was filled
17. was being lowered
18. were screaming
19. knew
20. had traveled
21. pushed
22. ordered
23. was leaving
24. heard
26. were waving
27. throwing
28. sank
29. had hit

**Part 2**
1. had
2. did, happen
3. was driving
4. ran
5. stopped
6. hit
7. had been following OR was following
8. Did you get
9. hit
10. got
11. gave
12. has only had
13. have been driving
14. got
15. (had) had
16. moved
17. Have, gotten
18. was driving
19. stopped
20. gave
21. wasn’t wearing OR hadn’t been wearing
Lesson 4
4.1
4.2

Exercise 1
1. stay
2. come
3. visit
4. win
5. be
6. be
7. increase OR get better OR improve
8. be

Exercise 2
1. It may give out prizes.
2. They could be cheap.
3. You might be chosen as a winner.
4. It might take your money and give you nothing.
5. You could win a trip.

Exercise 3
Answers will vary.

4.3

Exercise 4
1. write
2. call
3. answer OR reply OR respond OR act
4. tell
5. buy OR purchase

Exercise 5
1. have
2. put
3. pull over and stop OR slow down OR pull to the right
4. put
5. display OR have
6. use OR talk on

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7
Answers will vary.

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.

4.4

Exercise 9
2. ’m not supposed to talk
3. ’m supposed to clean
4. ’m supposed to tell
5. ’m supposed to put, ’m not supposed to spend
6. ’m supposed to help, ’m supposed to wash OR ’m supposed to take out
7. is supposed to put
8. ’s not supposed to touch OR use
9. ’s not supposed to watch
10. ’s supposed to go
11. ’re supposed to do OR ’re supposed to finish

Exercise 10
Answers will vary.

Exercise 11
Answers will vary.

4.5
Exercise 12 Answers may vary. Possible answers:
1. You should take a painkiller. OR You ought to take a painkiller.
2. You should ask him / her about it. OR You ought to ask him/her about it.
3. You should try to type compositions on a computer. OR You ought to try to type compositions on a computer.
4. You should not answer it. OR You ought to throw it away.
5. You should get OR buy a new TV. OR You ought to get OR buy a new TV.
6. You should think about taking the job. OR You ought to think about taking the job.
7. You should take it to a mechanic. OR You’d better take it to a mechanic.
8. You should get some exercise. OR You ought to get some exercise.
9. You shouldn’t talk to him about your personal problems.
10. You should get help. OR You ought to ask for help.

Exercise 13
Answers will vary.

Exercise 14
1.’d better not give OR tell
2.’d better read
3.’d better hurry
4.’d better hurry OR act now, ’d better stop calling me
5.’d better dress
6.’d better not (tell her OR say anything)
7.’d better save it
8.’d better stop and rest

4.6

Exercise 15
1. call you
2. eat or drink OR talk in a loud voice
3. drink water or coffee, talk
5. answers will vary

**Exercise 16**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 17**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 18**
Answers will vary.

4.7

**Exercise 19**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 20**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 21**
1. don’t have to
2. must not
3. don’t have to
4. don’t have to
5. must not
6. must not
7. don’t have to

**Exercise 22**
1. don’t have to
2. shouldn’t
3. shouldn’t
4. don’t have to
5. don’t have to
6. shouldn’t

**Exercise 23**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 24**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 25**
1. can’t
2. don’t have to
3. can’t
4. don’t have to
5. shouldn’t
6. don’t have to
7. shouldn’t
8. don’t have to
10. shouldn’t
11. must not
12. ’d better not
13. must not
14. shouldn’t
15. don’t have to
16. ’d better not
17. don’t have to
18. may not
19. shouldn’t
20. shouldn’t
21. are not supposed to

Exercise 26
Answers will vary.

Exercise 27
Answers will vary

4.8

Exercise 28
1. You could check the weather on the Internet. / You can look in the newspaper.
2. You could get some typing software. / You can take a course
3. You could move. / You can get a roommate.
4. You could join a study group. / You can take another class.
5. You could look on the Internet. / You can call a travel agent.
6. You could visit a computer store. / You can do an Internet search.
7. You could bring a dish from your country. / You can ask her what you could bring.
8. You could walk a mile or two every day. / You can take an exercise class.

4.9

Exercise 29
Answers may vary.
1. It’s supposed to make your hair grow.
2. It’s supposed to make you look stronger.
3. It’s supposed to make you remember things.
4. It’s supposed to help you learn English quickly.
5. It’s supposed to make your teeth bright.
6. It’s supposed to help you make money.
7. It’s supposed to help you lose weight.
8. It’s supposed to make chopping vegetables easy.

Exercise 30
1. are you supposed to use
2. ’m supposed to use
3. is supposed to last
4. ’s supposed to take
5. ’re supposed to put OR ’re supposed to be putting
6. are supposed to make
7. is supposed to get rid of OR is supposed to reduce
Exercise 31
Answers will vary.

Exercise 32
Answers will vary.

4.10
Exercise 33
1. know, be
2. love OR like, be
3. have
4. be, be OR feel, know
5. know, think OR believe
6. be, be
7. like, have, worry
8. be, know
9. cost OR be, think
10. be, speak OR know OR understand, think

4.11
Exercise 34
1. must
2. could OR might OR may
3. must
4. might OR may
5. might OR may OR could, might OR may OR could
6. must
7. might OR may
8. might OR could OR may
9. must
10. must
11. might OR may OR could, might OR may OR could
12. must
13. might OR may OR could

Exercise 35
1. be
2. to be
3. must
4. sitting
5. may OR might OR could, doing, may OR might OR could
6. talking
7. be having
8. aren’t supposed to OR shouldn’t, talking

Exercise 36
1. both answers are correct
2. must
3. shouldn’t
4. should
6. should
7. both answers are correct
8. could
9. are supposed to
10. both answers are correct
11. ought to
12. both answers are correct
13. can
14. must
15. both answers are correct
16. should
17. both answers are correct
18. are supposed to

Editing Quiz
1. You’re supposed to
2. C
3. can enter
4. C
5. C
6. might win
7. can you
8. You’re got to
9. C
10. might be able to
11. I’m not allowed to
12. are not permitted to
13. You’d better read
14. C

Test/Review
Part 1
1. have to, must, ’d better not, might not, could, can
2. are supposed to
3. are supposed to
4. don’t have to
5. are supposed to
6. should, could, might
7. must
8. must
9. are supposed to
10. might
11. aren’t supposed to, must
12. don’t have to, have to, cannot
13. may not
14. must not
15. must

Part 2
Lesson 5

5.1

**Exercise 1**
1. heard
2. have
3. prepared
4. written
5. have
6. have been

5.2

**Exercise 2**
1. He could have preferred an earlier class.
2. He might have wanted to be in his friend’s class.
3. The class may have been too hard for him.
4. He could have gotten sick.
5. He may not have liked the teacher.
6. He might have found a full-time job.
7. He could have had a lot of problems at home.
8. He might have left town.

**Exercise 3**
1. have turned, have deleted
2. have put OR have left, have dropped, have left
3. have found it OR might have picked it up, have found
4. have interviewed, have hired
5. have forgotten
6. have written, have closed

5.3

**Exercise 4**
1. have been, have been, have been
2. have misunderstood, have had, have cost
3. have called OR have dialed, have been, have been
4. have talked, have thought
5. have been, have failed, have gotten
6. have had, have been, have spent
7. have taken OR have made, have left, have forgotten
8. have thought, have thought, have understood
9. have dropped out, have gotten
10. have been, have been, have been, have rained

**Exercise 5**
1. have slept
2. have died
3. have walked
4. have kissed
5. have watched
6. have eaten
7. have danced
Exercise 6
1. have bought
2. have been, have had
3. have stayed, have helped, have borrowed
4. have killed OR have electrocuted, have fallen
5. have made, have lost
6. have driven OR have taken, have been, have missed

Exercise 7
Answers will vary.

5.4

Exercise 8
1. have eaten, have gotten up, have written
2. have taken, have driven OR have taken the car
3. have come OR gone, have saved, have bought, have taken
4. have separated, have given
5. have gone, have told, have taken, have stayed
6. have reported, have done, have thought
7. have taken, have chosen, have told, have told
8. have called, have gotten OR have taken, have gotten

5.5

Exercise 9
1. print
2. call
3. leave OR take off
4. return OR collect
5. rain
6. park
7. have OR show OR bring
8. eat
9. begin OR start
10. fill

5.6

Exercise 10
1. had to go
2. must have voted
3. must have been
4. had to work
5. had to wait

5.7

Exercise 11
Answers will vary.

Exercise 12
1. have given
3. have seen OR watched
4. have studied
5. have called
6. have done
7. have helped
8. have taken
9. have written OR sent
10. have eaten

5.8
**Exercise 13**
1. couldn’t have won ten gold medals
2. couldn’t have had an English test on December 25
3. couldn’t have run for re-election in 1964.
4. couldn’t have run for re-election in 2008
5. couldn’t have caught
6. couldn’t have gotten
7. couldn’t have written
8. couldn’t have been
9. couldn’t have failed
10. couldn’t have left
11. couldn’t have moved OR couldn’t have done it
12. couldn’t have met

5.9
**Exercise 14**
1. have been doing
2. have been learning OR have been studying
3. have been taking
4. have been sleeping
5. have been working
6. have been listening

**Editing Quiz**
1. must have forgotten
2. couldn’t stop
3. C
4. couldn’t help
5. C
6. must have been
7. must have thought
8. was supposed to arrive
9. should have taken
10 C

**Test/Review**

**Part 1**
1. have made OR have taken
2. have asked
4. have (re)charged
5. have (re)charged
6. have brought OR have taken
7. have hit
8. have ridden OR gone
9. have ridden OR gone
10. have stayed
11. have watched

Part 2
1. print it OR type it
2. have written OR have included
3. have included
4. include
5. have written the month first OR the day before the month
6. have graduated, have meant OR graduated in
7. have attended
8. have left
9. have filled it in
10. write his last job first OR write his first job last
11. write in it, have read
12. include, have read OR have understood
13. sign it
14. have brought it to the personnel office OR have faxed it
15. have written OR have included

Part 3
1. couldn’t find
2. should have taken
3. couldn’t read
4. must have made
5. couldn’t have gotten
6. must have been
7. could have called
8. might have taken
9. had to go
10. should have called
11. couldn’t find
12. must have lost
13. couldn’t wait
Lesson 6

6.1

6.2

Exercise 1
1. that (OR which) send
2. who (OR that) receive
3. who (OR that) buy
4. that (OR which) has
5. who (OR that) buys
6. who (OR that) lives
7. that (OR which) promises

Exercise 2
Answers may vary.
1. I always read e-mail that comes from friends and relatives.
2. I don’t do business with companies that send spam.
3. Students who don’t have a computer work in the computer lab.
4. Children who spend their time playing computer games don’t get enough exercise.
5. Don’t open an e-mail that comes from an unknown sender.
6. Do you know any web sites that offer free music downloads?
7. You shouldn’t trust Web sites that offer a college diploma in six months.
8. People who don’t know anything about computers are lost in today’s world.

Exercise 3
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4
Answers will vary.

6.3

Exercise 5
1. (whom OR who OR OR that) I had
2. (that OR which) I’m studying
3. (that OR which) she (OR he) gave
4. don’t know
5. (that OR which) I have
6. (that OR which) you found
7. (that OR which) I wrote
8. (that OR which) I read
9. (whom OR who OR OR that) she’s (OR she has) met

6.4

Exercise 6
1. that is OR (that) I use
2. I give
3. that give you an account OR (that) you can use
4. (that) I want to send
5. (that) I do
6. (that) I buy OR order
7. (that) you choose
9. (that) you will remember OR (that) you’ll remember or (that) you can remember
10. (that) you choose
11. (that) I chose

6.5
**Exercise 7**
Answers will vary

**Exercise 8**
1. There is a new Web site everyone is talking about.
2. The link you click on will take you to the Web site.
3. The information you are looking for can be found on the Web.
4. There are several Web sites I depend on frequently.
5. The job I am responsible for is to maintain a company Web site.
6. This is a job I am accustomed to.

**Exercise 9**
1. (that) I chose
2. (that) I saw OR (that) I had
3. (that) I saw
4. (that) they served
5. (that OR who OR whom) I met
6. (who OR that) I traveled with OR with whom I traveled
7. (that) I was interested in OR (that) he was interested in
8. he was interested in OR I was interested in
9. (that) I took
10. (that) I found OR I saw OR I looked at
11. (that) they speak OR (that) they spoke
12. (that) I spent
13. (that) I bought
14. (that) I have

6.6
**Exercise 10 Answers may vary.**
1. where you can check the weather.
2. where you can find maps.
3. where you can see/read the news.
4. where you can buy stamps.
5. where you can get a free e-mail account.
6. where you can make travel plans.
7. where you can get/read the news.
8. where you can get information about taxes.
9. where you can donate money.
10. where you can get information about Harvard University.

**Exercise 11**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 12**
Answers will vary.
6.7
Exercise 13
1. where
2. that OR which
3. which
4. where
5. where
6. that
7. that
8. where
9. which
10. where
11. where
12. that OR which
13. where
14. which

Exercise 14
1. when OR that OR Ø
2. when OR that OR Ø
3. that
4. that OR Ø
5. that
6. when
7. when OR Ø
8. that
9. that OR Ø
10. when OR Ø
11. that OR Ø
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Exercise 15
1. whose furniture I received
2. whose son just got a bigger bike
3. whose names are on their lists
4. whose interests you share
5. whose e-mail addresses are in my address book
6. whose names I recognize
7. whose Web site I visit often
8. whose computers are affected with a virus
9. whose laptop I borrowed
10. whose sites you visit

Exercise 16
1. whose idea for eBay made him a very wealthy man
2. whose daughter is studying to be a computer programmer
3. whose class I’m taking
4. whose members help each other to get the things they need
5. whose goal is to protect the environment from unnecessary landfill
6. whose old TV I received
6.9

**Exercise 17**
1. (that) you said
2. (that) you did
3. (that) you want
4. (that) you bought for me OR (that) you gave me
5. (that) you want to go
6. (that) you wrote to me OR (that) you sent me
7. (that) I said (to you) OR (that) I told you
8. (that) I wrote
9. (that) you wrote

**Exercise 18**
1. you wrote OR you write
2. you might regret later
3. I received
4. they get
5. who’s on your buddy list
6. you don’t know

**Exercise 19**
Answers will vary

**Exercise 20**
1. who
2. Ø
3. who
4. when
5. to whom
6. whose
7. Ø
8. that
9. where
10. when
11. Ø
12. that
13. when
14. that
15. who
16. where
17. in which
18. where
19. whose
20. who
21. who’s
22. Ø

**Exercise 21**
1. (that) you recommended
3. (that) I found on the Internet
4. (when) I had to move
5. that were their fault
6. (that) I had just bought
7. (that) I had just cleaned
8. that were sent to my home OR (that) they sent
9. (that) they have
10. (that OR who OR Ø) I talked to OR to whom I talked
11. (that) they broke or ruined
12. that doesn’t have insurance
13. (that OR who) I’ve talked to OR to whom I’ve talked
14. (that) we make
15. I know
16. (that OR who) I rented the apartment from OR whose apartment I rented
17. my sister lives in OR where my sister lives
18. (when) I’m free OR (when) I don’t have much to do

6.10

Exercise 22
1. The abacus, which was created about 2,000 years ago, helped people solve arithmetic problems.
2. The first modern computer, which was called ENIAC, took up a lot of space (1,800 square feet).
3. ENIAC was created in 1942, when the U.S. was involved in World War II.
4. ENIAC, which helped the government store important data, was built at the University of Pennsylvania.
5. Personal computers, which were introduced in the 1970s, are much smaller and faster than previous computers.
6. The Internet, which has been around since the 1970s, was not available to most people until the Web was created.
7. Berners-Lee, whose name is not widely recognized, made a great contribution to the world.
8. Bill Gates went to Harvard University, where he developed the programming language BASIC.
9. Bill Gates dropped out of Harvard to work with Paul Allen, who was his old high school friend.
10. Together Gates and Allen founded Microsoft, which has made both of them very rich.
11. In 1984, Apple introduced the first Macintosh computer, which was easier to use than earlier computers.
12. In 1985, Bill Gates introduced Windows, which was Microsoft’s version of the popular Macintosh operating system.

6.11

Exercise 23
1. NC
2. My grammar teacher, who has been teaching here for 20 years, knows a lot about computers.
3. Freecycle, which was created in 2003, helps keep things out of landfill.
4. NC
5. My best friend, who gets at least 30 pieces of spam a day, wrote a letter to his senator to complain.
6. Berners-Lee, whose parents were very educated, loves learning new things.
7. Meg Whitman, who ran eBay for ten years, decided to run for governor of California.
8. Berners-Lee worked in Switzerland, where the CERN physics laboratory is located.
9. The Windows operating system, which was developed by Microsoft, came out in 1985.
10. NC
12. The computer, which is one of the most important inventions of the twentieth century, has changed the way people process information.
13. Bill Gates, who created Microsoft with his friend, became a billionaire.
14. My best friend, whose name is on my buddy list, contacts me every day through an instant message.

**Exercise 24**
1. Freecycle.org was created by Deron Beal, whose idea was to protect the environment.
2. The World Wide Web, which was created by Tim Berners-Lee, is used by billions of people around the world.
3. Tim Berners-Lee, whose picture we saw on page 255, was born in England.
4. The book *Weaving the Web*, which was written by Berners-Lee in 1999, answers a lot of questions about the creation of the Web.
5. Berners-Lee, whose parents helped design one of the first computers, knew about computers from an early age.
6. Tim Berners-Lee works at MIT, where he does research on artificial intelligence.
7. Pierre Omidyar got his idea for eBay in 1995, when his wife couldn’t find one of her favorite collectibles.
8. eBay hired Meg Whitman in 1998, when more expert business knowledge was needed to run the company.
9. E-mail, which was first created in 1972, did not become popular until the 1990s.
10. Bill Gates, who is the richest person in the U.S., often gets spam asking him if he wants to become rich.
11. Pierre Omidyar, whose father was a professor of medicine, came to the U.S. when he was a child.
12. Freecycle, whose members live in the same community, helps people get things for free.

**Exercise 25**
1. Google, a popular search engine, is used by millions of people.
2. Bill Gates, one of the richest people in the world, gets spam asking him if he wants to become rich.
3. There are a lot of dishonest companies trying to take your money.
4. eBay takes a percentage of each sale made on its Web site.
5. A virus is a harmful program passed from computer to computer.
6. Tim Berners-Lee, born in England, now works at M.I.T.
7. M.I.T., located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is an excellent university.
8. Berners-Lee developed the idea for the Web when he was working at CERN, a physics lab in Switzerland.
9. Berners-Lee’s parents worked on the first computer sold commercially.
10. People using the Web can shop from their homes.
11. People interested in reading newspapers from other cities can find them on the Web.
13. Computers sold today have much more memory and speed than computers which were sold 10 years ago.
14. Freecycle.org, an online community, helps people get things that they need for free.
15. Deron Beal, from Arizona, created Freecycle.org.

**Exercise 26**
1. Google, a popular search engine, is very easy to use.
2. Have you ever used Mapquest, a Web site that gives maps and driving directions?
3. Tim Berners-Lee works at MIT, a university in Massachusetts.
4. Tim Berners-Lee was born in 1955, the same year Bill Gates was born.
5. Freecycle.org, created in 2003, helps the environment.

**Exercise 27**
1. Pierre Omidyar, who wrote his first computer program at age 14, was born in France.
2. *BusinessWeek*, a popular business magazine, named Meg Whitman among the 25 most powerful business managers.
3. Bill Gates, whose father was a lawyer, was born in 1955.
4. Bill Gates wrote his first computer program in 1967, when he was only 12 years old.
5. Bill Gates, whose wife was a marketing executive at Microsoft, has three children.
8. Freecycle.org is an online network where members can receive goods for free.
9. Michael Dell, who created Dell computers, dropped out of college after his first year.
10. Dell’s parents were worried about Michael, whose grades were dropping.
11. Dell’s business started to perform well at the end of his first year of college, when his business was making over $50,000 a month.
12. Dell Computers, which was one of the first companies to sell computers online, was selling about $18 million of computers a day by the late 1990s.
13. In 2000, *Forbes*, a business magazine, named Dell Computers the third most admired company in the U.S.
14. In 2008, Meg Whitman resigned from eBay, where she worked for 10 years.

**Editing Quiz**
1. C
2. C
3. that
4. I don’t want
5. C
6. who lived OR who lives
7. my friend was taking the picture
8. whose
9. that OR Ø
10. C
11. Anyone who OR A person who OR A student who

**Test/Review**

**Part 1**
Answers may vary:
1. car I hit
2. I bought
3. where I bought my books
4. mother interfered OR mother interferes
5. (that) she said
6. (when) I arrived
7. (who/whom/that) she/he is talking about
8. I bought
9. whose names I don’t remember
Part 2
1. Berners-Lee was born in 1955, when most people knew nothing about computers.
2. The Internet, which became popular in the 1990s, changed the way people get their information.
3. Berners-Lee, whose parents were programmers, studied physics in college.
4. Berners-Lee, whom we read about in this lesson, is not a well-known person. OR Berners-Lee, about whom we read in this lesson, is not a well-known person.
5. Berners-Lee works at MIT, where he is an engineering professor.

Part 3
1. The English spoken in the U.S. is different from British English.
2. A lot of people like to shop on eBay, an auction Web site.
3. Do not disturb the students studying in the library.
4. In the U.S. there are many immigrants from Mexico.
5. NC
6. Freecycle, created in 2003, is good for the environment.
7. Everyone in my computer class has a laptop.
8. NC
9. The children using the computer are not getting enough exercise.
10. Bill Gates, one of the richest people in the world, donates a lot of money to help others.
11. NC
12. The Web, introduced in 1991, has changed the way many companies do business.

Part 4
1. Ms. Thomson, who was my English teacher last semester, will retire next year.
2. NC
3. I studied engineering at the University of Michigan, which is located in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
4. NC
5. The computer, which is one of the most important inventions of the twentieth century, can be found in most American homes.
6. NC
7. My mother, who lives in Miami, has a degree in engineering.
8. NC
9. Our parents, who live with us now, are beginning to study English.
10. I often use Freecycle.org, which has communities in most big cities.
11. NC
12. St. Petersburg, where I was born, has beautiful museums.
Lesson 7

7.1

7.2

**Exercise 1**
1. to enter OR to use
2. to build
3. to help
4. to have
5. to set OR to be
6. to give away OR to donate
7. to die

**Exercise 2**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 3**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 4**
1. to be taught
2. to be driven
3. to be known
4. to be collected
5. to be cleaned
6. to be loved; respected
7. to be built
8. to be given
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**Exercise 5**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 6**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 7**
1. me to help others
2. them to be kind to others
3. them to give to charity
4. them to be good
5. you to work hard
6. us to give money to the poor
7. her to be generous
8. me not to be selfish
9. them to be polite

**Exercise 8**
Answers will vary.
1. answer
2. pay
3. to contribute
4. pay
5. pay OR to pay

Exercise 10
Answers will vary.
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Exercise 11
1. to help
2. to do
3. to hear OR to learn OR to know
4. to have
5. to ask
6. to help
7. to go
8. to deliver OR to give
9. to have OR to see
10. to have

Exercise 12
Answers will vary.

Exercise 13
1. to get OR to find
2. to work
3. to hire
4. to get OR to find
5. stay
6. to save
7. to buy
8. to think
9. to go
10. to pay
11. to earn OR to make
12. to think
13. learn OR to learn
14. clean OR to clean
15. to earn OR to make
16. feel
17. to be
18. get OR to get
19. to be
20. to loan OR to give OR to lend
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Exercise 14
1. build
3. get; get
4. help
5. help children with cancer go to camp
6. send kids to camp

**Exercise 15**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 16**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 17**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 18**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. It’s fun for children to play outside.
2. It’s necessary for children to learn to use money wisely.
3. It’s important for a family to spend time together.
4. It’s difficult for a large family to find a car.
5. It’s necessary for working parents to find good childcare.
6. It’s difficult for most people to learn another language.
7. It’s hard for single parents to find time to relax.
8. It’s difficult for the teacher to remember old students’ names.

**Exercise 19**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. It’s important
2. It’s great
3. It’s (not) important
4. It’s easy
5. It’s hard
6. It’s important
7. It’s (not) expensive
8. It’s expensive
9. It’s important
10. It costs me a lot of money
11. It’s important for business people
12. It’s honorable
13. It’s nice OR It’s not easy
14. It’s fun

**Exercise 20**
1. It’s not easy to raise $30,000.
2. It takes a lot of money to fight disease.
3. It’s the responsibility of the rich to give away money.
4. It takes a lot of money to produce high quality public radio.
5. It was Carnegie’s dream to build libraries.
6. It is Joyce’s goal to raise money for children with cancer.
Exercise 21
1. too old to learn
2. easy to make
3. too long to make
4. enough time
5. to make
6. too busy to help
7. too much work to do
8. enough time to help
9. enough money to make
10 enough money to buy
11. too hard too choose

Exercise 22
1. too many
2. too much time OR too long
3. too hot OR too hard
4. well enough
5. too much

Exercise 23
1. Working
2. having
3. Getting
4. Spending
5. Owning OR Having
6. Taking
7. Knowing

Exercise 24
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. isn’t important.
2. makes Dawson feel good.
3. makes me feel good.
4. is important.
5. makes me feel good.

Exercise 25
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. Finding a job
2. Getting married
3. Getting A’s
4. Not passing a test
5. Helping others
6. Learning languages
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 27**
Answers will vary.
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**Exercise 28**
1. for being
2. on working
3. watching
4. to having
5. in gardening
6. of having
7. about volunteering
8. working
9. at giving
10. for getting OR to get
11. for giving

**Exercise 29**
1. Do you have trouble understanding spoken English?
2. Are you lazy about doing the homework?
3. Do you have a technique for learning new words?
4. Are you afraid of failing this course?
5. Are you good at spelling English words?
6. Are you interested in studying computer programming?
7. Do you have experience working with computers?
8. Are you thinking about buying a house some day?
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**Exercise 30**
1. finishing school
2. receiving money
3. driving
4. working
5. living
6. working

**Exercise 31**
Answers will vary.
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**Exercise 32**
1. Dawson began to work when he was 19 years old.
2. He liked to give away money.
3. He continued working until he was 80 years old.
4. He preferred living in a small apartment.
5. He loved helping students get an education.
1. to be OR being OR to work OR working
2. working OR to be OR being OR to work
3. being OR to be
4. looking OR to look
5. to work OR working OR looking for a job OR to look for a job
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**Exercise 34**
1. Going to college costs a lot of money.
2. Working and studying at the same time is hard.
3. Investing your money wisely is important.
4. Working in a factory is difficult.
5. Doing the same thing every day can be boring.
6. Helping others is satisfying.
7. Helping sick kids is a wonderful thing.
8. Asking viewers to contribute to public TV is necessary.
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**Exercise 35**
1. hearing
2. meeting
3. to rest
4. to get
5. to pick up
6. to leave
7. calling OR to call
8. calling OR to call
9. to leave OR leaving
10. to use
11. worrying
12. giving
13. to understand
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**Exercise 36**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. drive OR take the bus
2. own OR have
3. think OR believe
4. ride
5. donate
6. save

**Exercise 37**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 38**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. living in
2. being cold OR cold weather OR living in a cold climate
4. speaking American English
5. shopping OR working
6. talking
7. driving

**Exercise 39**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 40**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 41**
1. are used to
2. riding
3. I
4. I’m
5. take
6. got used to
7. riding
8. riding
9. couldn’t
10. get used
11. used
12. use
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**Exercise 42**
1. crying OR cry
2. take
3. tell OR telling
4. take
5. running OR run
6. telling OR tell
7. moving
8. struggling
9. tell OR telling
10. sacrifice OR sacrificing
11. saying OR say
12. helping OR help

**Exercise 43**
1. to help
2. helping
3. to read
4. (to) play
5. to read
6. (to) play
7. for helping
8. crying
9. crying
11. crying OR to cry
12. to learn OR learning
13. to ring OR ringing
14. picking
15. to taking
16. to sleep
17. In
18. to
19. to
20. do
21. for
22. to study
23. to take
24. having
25. for
26. to help
27. to take
28. taking
29. grow
30. for
31. to see
32. leave
33. Bringing OR To bring

Editing Quiz
1. helping
2. me to help
3. working OR work
4. to become
5. Ø
6. C
7. finding
8. C
9. making
10. feel
11. it is OR it’s
12. C
13. C
14. C
15. C
16. C
17. used to sleeping
18. to sleep
19. making
20. they used to make
21. C
22. them to be
23. becoming
24. to
25. C
Test/Review

Part 1
1. to eat OR eating
2. to sell
3. being interrupted
4. to donate; giving OR to give; to sell
5. buying
6. Telling; interrupt
7. listen
8. be bothered
9. getting
10. changing
11. Changing
12. to stop; calling
13. to get
14. to see
15. picking; not picking

Part 2
1. for
2. on OR upon
3. of OR about
4. on
5. for
6. in
7. about
8. to
9. in
10. of
11. about
12. to

Part 3
1. different
2. same
3. same
4. same
5. different
6. same
7. different
8. same
Lesson 8
8.1
8.2

**Exercise 1**
1. because OR since
2. so (that)
3. so (that)
4. because OR since
5. because of
6. (in order) to
7. Because OR Since
8. (in order) to
9. for
10. so (that)
11. (in order) to
12. because
13. for

**Exercise 2**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 3**
1. because OR since
2. Because of
3. because of OR for
4. so (that)
5. since OR because
6. because OR since
7. because OR since
8. because OR since
9. Since OR Because
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**Exercise 4**
1. for
2. During
3. for
4. during
5. while OR when
6. while OR when
7. until or before
8. While OR When
9. until OR before
10. When
11. since
12. Since
13. while
14. When OR Whenever

**Exercise 5**
2. for
3. Whenever OR When
4. When
5. during OR on
6. When
7. While OR As
8. until OR before
9. Since
10. since
11. for
12. Whenever OR When
13. during
14. until

Exercise 6
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. the war
2. 10 years
3. 2005
4. she was going to college
5. she was a child
6. she got married
7. she goes home

Exercise 7
Answers will vary.
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Exercise 8
1. The Lost Boys went to Kenya before coming to the U.S.
2. While living in Kenya, they studied English.
3. Before coming to the U.S., the Lost Boys had never used electricity before.
4. John Bul learned how to use a computer after coming to the U.S.
5. Until finding a job, John got help from the U.S. government.
6. John wants to go back to Sudan after graduating from college.
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Exercise 9
1. In spite of the fact that
2. Although
3. even though
4. in spite of
5. even though

Exercise 10
1. In spite of the fact that
2. in spite of the fact that
3. in spite of
4. in spite of
5. In spite of
7. In spite of the fact that

**Exercise 11**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 12**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. there are many poor people.
2. I can communicate with people.
3. we understand each other.
4. they know they are important.
5. people usually understand me.
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**Exercise 13**
1. adds; will have to
2. goes; will increase
3. are; will be needed
4. will increase; grows
5. will be; continues
6. will continue; is
7. will forget; encourage

**Exercise 14**
1. You can’t enter the U.S. unless you have a passport.
2. Children of immigrants will forget their language unless they use it.
3. Immigrants will continue to come to the U.S. unless conditions in their native countries improve.
4. An American citizen can’t be president of the U.S. unless he or she was born in the U.S.
5. Unless the Hispanic birth rate changes, Hispanics will be 24 percent of the U.S. population by the middle of the century.

**Exercise 15**
1. If
2. unless
3. unless
4. unless
5. If
6. if
7. unless

**Exercise 16**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. I study hard,
2. I’ll be sad
3. I speak English outside of class
4. I can tell my mother
5. I’m sick
6. it rains
7. I’m busy
9. I don’t do my homework  
10. I make mistakes  
11. I try to study  
12. (answers will vary)

**Exercise 17**
1. you have an accent OR your accent isn’t perfect  
2. you make grammar mistakes  
3. don’t pay rent OR live with your relatives  
4. you’re an American resident
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**Exercise 18**
1. In addition OR Furthermore  
2. Therefore OR As a result  
3. However  
4. Therefore OR As a result  
5. In addition OR Furthermore  
6. However OR Nevertheless  
7. However  
8. In addition OR Furthermore  
9. In addition OR Furthermore  
10. Therefore OR As a result  
11. Therefore OR As a result  
12. However  
13. Nevertheless OR However  
14. In addition OR Furthermore  
15. As a result OR Therefore  
16. However  
17. However OR Nevertheless  
18. As a result OR Therefore  
19. However OR Nevertheless  
20. However  
21. In addition OR Furthermore

**Exercise 19**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:  
1. I come to class every day.  
2. I still speak my language at home.  
3. they have to find work.  
4. they are bilingual.  
5. you must learn to be comfortable speaking it.  
6. many people emigrate to find a better life.  
7. he or she must get a visa.  
8. many immigrants take ESL.  
9. people usually understand me.

**Exercise 20**
1. to  
2. to
4. In spite of the fact that
5. so that
6. Although
7. since
8. Even though
9. In spite of
10. Because
11. However,
12. Furthermore
13. However,
14. Until
15. In spite of the fact that
16. because of
17. until
18. Although
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**Exercise 21**
1. such a
2. so; so many
3. so
4. so much
5. so much
6. so many; so many
7. such a
8. so
9. so few
10. so little

**Exercise 22**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. My math class is so easy that I can do the homework before I go home.
2. Peter is taking so many classes this semester that he has no free time.
3. The teacher gives so much homework that I don’t have time to do it all.
4. Sometimes the teacher talks so fast that we can’t understand her.
5. My roommate is from India. She speaks English so well that she could be an English teacher.
6. My biology class is so boring that I sometimes fall asleep in class.
7. Ms. Stevens is such a good teacher that we nominated her for an award.
8. English has so many irregular verbs that it’s hard to remember them all.
9. We had such a long test that no one finished.
10. I had so many mistakes on my test that I failed it.
11. The teacher gave such a confusing explanation that no one understood it.
12. I was so tired in class yesterday that I almost fell asleep.

**Editing Quiz**
1. Even though
2. C
3. to
4. C
5. C
7. C  
8. However  
9. C  
10. C  
11. C  
12. C  
13. C  
14. C  
15. so that we could (OR can) get together  
16. Ø  
17. such a  
18. C  
19. C  
20. so  
21. save  
22. Ø  

Test/Review  
**Part 1**  
1. whenever  
2. while  
3. when  
4. for  
5. until  
6. When  
7. since  
8. during  

**Part 2**  
1. so that  
2. in order to  
3. because of  
4. in order to  
5. for  
6. Because OR Since  
7. Therefore OR As a result  
8. because OR since  

**Part 3**  
1. In spite of  
2. However  
3. In spite of the fact that OR Even though  
4. even though OR in spite of the fact that  

**Part 4**  
1. even if  
2. unless  
3. If  
4. even if
1. so many
2. so
3. such
4. so
5. such

**Part 6**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. an education
2. I can learn English
3. my accent
4. English is the native language of the U.S.
5. be reunited with her husband
6. it’s a waste of time
7. I don’t understand everything
8. there is a lot of crime
9. it’s an emergency
10. I don’t understand every word
11. I came to the U.S.
12. my math class
13. they failed it
14. we don’t always have time
15. you have to make a good impression at the interview
16. she falls asleep right after dinner
17. many immigrants want to come here
18. my car wouldn’t start

**Part 7**
1. C
2. C
3. Even though owning a dog has some disadvantages, there are more advantages.
4. Because he didn’t study, he failed the test.
5. Before he got married, his friends had a party for him.
6. She did all the homework and wrote all the compositions. However, she didn’t pass the course.
7. Although I didn’t do the homework, I understood everything that the teacher said.
8. Even though he worked hard all weekend, he wasn’t tired.
9. C
10. I am unhappy with my job because I don’t get paid enough. Furthermore, my boss is an unpleasant person.
11. C
12. My boss never showed any respect for the workers. As a result, many people quit.
Lesson 9
9.1
9.2
**Exercise 1**
B: Yes, I do. But I didn’t realize that playing music was important too.
A: I’m not so sure that music is beneficial, but I suppose it can’t hurt.
B: I think that it’s good to give kids as much education as possible before they go to school.
A: I’m sure that’s a good idea. But don’t forget that they’re just kids. They need to play too.
B: Of course they do. I hope my children will be successful one day.
A: I predict they will be very successful and happy.

**Exercise 2**
Answers will vary. Possible answers:
1. kids raised in poverty
2. it’s a good idea to play
3. reading
4. children who don’t play and aren’t touched much

**Exercise 3**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 4**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 5**
Answers will vary.
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**Exercise 6**
1. kids eat a healthy diet.
2. a child exercise regularly.
3. a child receive love.
4. children not watch a lot of TV.
5. parents give their children a healthy diet.
6. parents talk to their babies and hold them.
7. their children turn off the TV.
8. a child not eat a lot of candy.
9. parents be good role models.
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**Exercise 7**
1. what
2. whether OR if
3. how many
4. whether OR if
5. what
6. who
7. how much OR if OR whether
8. where
1. I have to
2. the teacher’s name is
3. if the center is open
4. you paid
5. the day care center is located
6. your son is
7. the service costs
8. the center closes
9. if the children watch TV
10. whether a nurse works
11. whether the center has
12. if the teacher loves

**Exercise 9**
1. how many students in this class come from South America.
2. who read the article about working mothers.
3. what happened in the last class?
4. who brought a dictionary today.
5. who failed the test.

**Exercise 10**
1. when we will (OR we’ll) have the final exam.
2. how many lessons we are (OR we’re) going to finish?
3. where the teacher is from.
4. where the final exam will be.
5. when the teacher can see me.

**Exercise 11**
1. when the class begins?
2. what grade I got on the last test?
3. how many mistakes I made.
4. how many questions the test has.
5. how many compositions he/she requires.

**Exercise 12**
1. if (OR whether) the test is going to be hard (or not).
2. if (OR whether) you will (OR you’ll) be our teacher next semester (or not).
3. if (OR whether) you can help us with registration (or not).
4. if (OR whether) you have (OR you’ve) been teaching here a long time (or not)?
5. if (OR whether) the students are confused (or not).

**Exercise 13**
1. if (OR whether) the school has a cafeteria (or not).
2. if (OR whether) everyone passed the last test (or not).
3. if (OR whether) you bought a dictionary (or not).
4. if (OR whether) the teacher speaks Spanish (or not).
5. if (OR whether) I need to write a composition (or not)?

**Exercise 14**
1. if (OR whether) the caregivers have a lot of experience (or not).
3. if (OR whether) the caregiver can handle problems without getting angry or impatient.
4. if (OR whether) I’m welcome to drop in and visit (or not).
5. how the caregiver takes care of sick children.
6. if (OR whether) there is (OR there’s) a nurse or doctor to help with medical care (or not).
7. if (OR whether) there are smoke alarms in the building (or not).
8. how many caregivers there are.
9. if (OR whether) the caregiver hugs the children (or not).
10. who takes the children outside.
11. if (OR whether) the toys are clean (or not).
12. if (OR whether) the day care center is licensed by the state (or not).
13. if (OR whether) the children have stimulating activities.
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Exercise 15
1. where to buy textbooks.
2. what classes to register for.
3. whether to take morning classes or evening classes.
4. what else to do.
5. how to use the computer in the library.
6. what to do about cancelled classes.
7. whether to take biology or physics.
8. whether to buy a new computer or a used one.

Exercise 16
Answers will vary.

Exercise 17
1. it is (now)
2. to write about OR to choose
3. to start OR I should start
4. to narrow the search OR to do it
5. it opens OR it will open
6. if I can OR whether I can
7. if I can meet you OR if I’ll be finished
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Exercise 18
1. Watson said, “Treat your children like small adults.”
2. “Too much love will harm your baby,” said Watson.
3. Spock said, “What good mothers and fathers instinctively feel like doing for their babies is usually best.”
4. Spock said, “You know more than you think you do.”
5. “I wanted to be supportive of parents,” said Spock.
6. “The most important value is to bring up children to help others, first in their family, and then other people,” said Spock.
7. “To reduce violence in our society,” said Spock, “we must eliminate violence in the home and on television.”
8. “If children worship material success rather than truth or compassion,” Spock said, “it is because they have absorbed those values from others.”
Exercise 19
A hungry wolf was looking for food when he met a house dog that was passing by. “Cousin,” said the dog, “your life is much harder than mine. Why don’t you come to work with me and get your food given to you regularly?”
“I would like that,” said the wolf. “Do you know where I can find such a job?”
“I will easily arrange that for you,” said the dog. “Come with me to my master’s house and we will share my work.”
So the wolf and the dog went towards the town together. On the way there, the wolf noticed that the hair on a certain part of the dog’s neck was very much worn away, so he asked him how that had come about.
“Oh, it is nothing,” said the dog. “That is only the place where the collar is put on me every night to keep me chained up. It hurts a bit at first, but you will soon get used to it.”
“Then good-bye to you,” said the wolf. “I would rather starve than be a fat slave.”

Exercise 20
Last week my daughter’s day care teacher called me at work and told me that my daughter had a fever and was resting in the nurse’s office. I told my boss that I needed to leave work immediately. He said that it would be fine. As I was driving my car on the expressway to the school, a police officer stopped me. She said that I had been driving too fast. She said that I had been driving ten miles per hour over the limit. I told her that I was in a hurry because my daughter was sick. I said I was sorry, that I hadn’t realized I had been driving so fast. She said she wouldn’t give me a ticket that time, but that I should be more careful in the future, whether my daughter was sick or not.

Exercise 21
1. I would always be her baby.
2. I had an easy life compared to his.
3. they had a much harder life.
4. they wanted me to be happy.
5. I had to listen to my teacher.
6. I could be anything I wanted if I studied hard.
7. they didn’t like to punish me, but (that) sometimes it was necessary.
8. punishing me hurt him more than it hurt me.
9. they would always love me.
10. I should wash my hands before meals.

Exercise 22
1. said
2. told
3. said
4. said
5. said
6. told
7. told
9. said
10. told

**Exercise 23**
1. Lisa said that she had never read Dr. Spock’s books.
2. Lisa told her friend that she wanted to take her children to the zoo.
3. Lisa said that her children needed to get exercise.
4. Lisa and Paul said that they would take their kids to the park the next day.
5. Lisa said that she had forgotten to give the kids their vitamins that morning.
6. Lisa said that the children had gone to bed early the night before.
7. Lisa told her neighbor that her son was in kindergarten.
8. Lisa and Paul said that their son wanted them to read him a story.
9. Lisa told Paul that it was his turn to put the kids to bed.
10. Lisa told the teacher that their son’s name was Tod.
11. Tod told his mother that he didn’t want to go to bed.
12. Tod told his father that he was thirsty.
13. Tod told his friend that he loved his new bicycle.
14. Tod told his teacher that he could write his name.
15. Tod told his friend that his grandmother would buy him a toy.
16. Lisa told Tod that he had to go to bed.
17. Tod told his father that he couldn’t sleep.
18. Tod told his father that he wanted to watch his favorite program on TV.
19. Paul told Tod that he wouldn’t get enough sleep.
20. Paul told Tod that he didn’t want to argue with him.
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**Exercise 24**
1. would
2. needed
3. were
4. could
5. watch
6. needed
7. wanted
8. would
9. had eaten
10. shouldn’t eat
11. have
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**Exercise 25**
1. The son asked her to read him a story.
2. She told him/her not to let the kids watch TV all day.
3. The girl asked him to buy her a doll.
4. The mother told them to eat their vegetables.
5. The father told her to help him in the garage.
6. The girl asked them to take her to the zoo.
7. The dentist told him to brush his teeth after every meal.
8. I asked (OR told) them not to spoil their grandchildren.
9. The girl asked her to comb her hair.
11. The father told her not to come home late.
12. The father told him to always be polite.

Exercise 26
1. would
2. said
3. she
4. couldn’t
5. told
6. would
7. her
8. told
9. to read
10. her
11. she
12. had seen
13. tell
14. weren’t
15. was
16. was
17. to call
18. them
19. had to
20. they
21. would
22. had started
23. couldn’t
24. not to
25. was
26. they
27. didn’t
28. me
29. had forgotten
30. they
31. would
32. me
33. the following
34. didn’t
35. wasn’t
36. I
37. would OR will
38. my
39. told
40. didn’t OR don’t
41. would OR will

Exercise 27
1. if (OR whether) I had discussed this with my parents (or not).
2. if (OR whether) I had experience with small children (or not).
4. if (OR whether) I had younger sisters and brothers (or not).
5. how I had heard about the program.
6. if (OR whether) I had ever traveled to another country before (or not).
7. if (OR whether) I had a driver’s license (or not).
8. how long I had had my driver’s license.
9. if I (had) received their brochure (or not).
10. what my plans for the future were.
11. if (OR whether) I had ever left my parents before (or not).

**Exercise 28**
The word “if” can be substituted with “whether” in each of the items.
1. if she would have her own room (or not).
2. how many children the family had.
3. how old the children were.
4. if the children were in school (or not).
5. if she should get an international driver’s license (or not).
6. what the climate in Michigan was like.
7. if the family had an extra bedroom.
8. if she could use the family’s computer (or not).
9. when she would get a vacation.
10. how much the airfare was.
11. who would pay for the airfare.
12. where she could study English.

**Exercise 29**
The word “if” can be substituted with “whether” in each of the items.
1. what time they would be home.
2. where they were going.
3. what his/her name was.
4. how old he was.
5. if the kids had eaten dinner yet (or not).
6. if they had to go to bed at 8 p.m (or not).
7. if she/he should give the kids a snack before bed (or not).
8. if she/he wanted to play a game with them (or not).
9. if they could watch TV (or not).
10. if he/she had ever taken care of an infant before (or not).
11. if they had a phone number where she/he could reach them (or not).
12. if she/he could use their computer (or not).
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**Exercise 30**
1. would give
2. would
3. what
4. would
5. would be busy (OR would have to work)
6. would meet
7. met
8. was
9. didn’t know
11. would
12. would

Exercise 31
Answers will vary.

Exercise 32
Answers will vary.

Exercise 33
1. (that) she didn’t want the bright light to hurt my eyes
2. (that) I could go into the dining room
3. not to go into the living room
4. (that) the brightness of the TV could hurt my eyes
5. if I knew why I couldn’t go into the living room
6. (that) I didn’t understand
8. I would die

Exercise 34
1. if (OR whether) I should go to college or not OR whether to go to college (or not)
2. (that) she (had) had the same problem when she was my age
3. if (OR whether) I had ever heard of the au pair program in America
4. I hadn’t
5. she (had) lived with an American family for a year
6. how much this program would cost me
7. (that) I would earn about $200 a week, get my own room, and get three meals a day
8. (that) I would have a chance to travel in the U.S.
9. if it was (OR had been) a good experience for her
10. (that) it had changed her life
11. (that) she (had) gained a new understanding of people
12. (that) her English (had) improved a lot
13. if the work was very hard
14. (that) it was
15. it was very rewarding
16. I was thinking about going to America for a year
17. not to go
18. I was too young
19. I didn’t have any experience
20. (that) I had babysat many times for our neighbors’ kids
21. I would get even more experience
22. my English would improve if I lived with an American family
23. not to worry
24. (that) I would keep in touch with them by e-mail almost every day
25. what I had to do
26. if I had to wait for them at school
27. (that) while the kids were in school, I could take English classes at a local college
28. (that) I didn’t have enough money to pay for school
29. (that) they would pay for my classes
30. (that) we would stay in touch OR to stay in touch
32. (that) they were happy they (had) let me go to America

Editing Quiz
1. C
2. would
3. ask me if I could
4. told me to call
5. not to
6. had done
7. C
8. C
9. C
10. C
11. if I could
12. C
13. if I had gotten
14. C
15. it was
16. C
17. that (OR Ø)
18. C
19. tell
20. that or Ø
21. say
22. why
23. C
24. I should
25. C

Test/Review

Part 1
1. I don’t know what time it is.
2. Do you know what time it is?
3. I’m sure that you’ll find a job soon.
4. The teacher said, “I will return your tests on Monday.”
5. I didn’t realize that you had seen the movie already.
6. He asked me, “What are you doing here?”
8. “I want to help you,” I said.
9. I told him that I didn’t need his help.
10. Can you tell me where I can find the bookstore?

Part 2
1. where Jack lives.
2. if she went home.
3. why they were late.
4. who ate the cake.
5. what “liberty” means.
7. if I should buy the car.
8. if she has ever gone to Paris.
9. if we can use our books during the test?
10. what to do OR what I should do.

Part 3
1. They said that they could help me.
2. We told them (OR you OR he OR she) not to go away.
3. He said that his mother had left the day before.
4. You said that you were learning a lot.
5. He said that he had never heard of Dr. Spock.
6. He told (OR asked) me to give him the money.
7. They told me that they had finished the job.
8. He told us that we might need some help.
9. He told her that we had been studying.
10. You told her that you had her book.
11. He told us that we should have called him.
12. He told his wife that he would call her.

Part 4
1. He asked me if I had any children.
2. He asked me where I was from.
3. He asked me what time it was.
4. He asked me if my father had come home.
5. He asked me where I had been.
6. He asked me if I would leave the next day.
7. He asked me what I needed.
8. He asked me if I was a student.
9. He asked us if we could help him that day.
10. He asked us who needed his help.
Lesson 10
10.1

Exercise 1
Answers will vary.

Exercise 2
1. could, would you do, had, would drive
2. could, would you come, would (OR ’d) come, would (OR ’d) only come back
3. would you do, had, would (OR ’d) help, would (OR ’d) buy
4. could, would you look like, would (OR ’d) look like
5. could, would (OR ’d) make, would (OR ’d) be
6. could, would you do, would (OR ’d) go
7. would type, could, were, would take
8. would you do, could travel, would (OR ’d) go, would you go, would (OR ’d) go, lived, would not have to, would be, lived, wouldn’t be able to
9. would be, could, didn’t die, would be, wouldn’t be, were, would (OR ’d) never find

Exercise 3
1. would it be
2. ”d be
3. could lose
4. ”d be
5. didn’t eat
6. ”d lose
7. weren’t
8. ”d go
9. had
10. ”d get
11. knew
12. ”d go
13. didn’t have
14. ”d have
15. were
16. would (OR ’d) try

Exercise 4
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6
1. could; would tell
2. would be; could
3. had; would go
4. would attend; had
5. were; wouldn’t worry
6. would have; were
7. didn’t have; wouldn’t be
8. were; would have to
Exercise 7
Answers will vary.

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9
Answers will vary.

Exercise 10
Answers will vary.

Exercise 11
1. will damage
2. solve
3. would happen
4. would
5. want
6. could go
7. ’d (OR would) bring
8. left
9. wouldn’t come
10. ’d (OR would) miss
11. couldn’t
12. go
13. will visit
14. go
15. have
16. will watch
17. watch
18. will learn

Exercise 12
1. would you change
2. ’d (OR would) be
3. were
4. wouldn’t have
5. would you do
6. didn’t have
7. ’d (OR would) play
8. ’d (OR would) sleep
9. didn’t have
10. ’d (OR would) be
11. would be
12. could
Exercise 13
1. had had; would have been born
2. had gotten; would have died
3. had lived; would not have finished
4. would not have had; had lived
5. would have been; had lived
6. had needed; would have traveled
7. would have worked; had been

Exercise 14
1. would have been
2. had gone
3. would have majored
4. would have taken
5. would have gotten
6. had gotten
7. would have quit
8. would have had
9. would have worked
10. was OR would have been
11. would have had
12. wouldn’t have had
13. had grown
14. would have been

Exercise 15
Answers will vary.

Exercise 16
Answers will vary.
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Exercise 17
1. could
2. had
3. lived
4. didn't have
5. were
6. were
7. could sleep
8. were

Exercise 18
Answers will vary.

Exercise 19
1. had left
2. had brought warmer clothes OR had known
3. had studied
5. had been
6. had known
7. had had
8. had taken

**Exercise 20**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 21**
1. were; could
2. weren’t; had; could
3. could; knew
4. were; could
5. could; could; had known
6. could have gone
7. had studied; had been (OR were)
8. had finished; had waited; could
9. had

10.6
**Exercise 22**
1. would clean
2. would hang (OR would pick)
3. would do
4. wouldn’t go
5. would stay
6. wouldn’t treat
7. wouldn’t act (OR didn’t act)

**Exercise 23**
1. would provide
2. had
3. were
4. were
5. had
6. wouldn’t raise
7. were
8. would clean
9. wouldn’t walk
10. were
11. had
12. could

**Exercise 24**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 25**
1. could
2. had
3. had paid
5. had taken
6. had brought
7. would let
8. didn’t have to
9. would be
10. had

Exercise 26
1. had visited
2. had lived
3. were
4. would stop
5. had married
6. would eat
7. would listen
8. would find
9. would get OR had gotten

Editing Quiz
1. C
2. would continue
3. had
4. would
5. C
6. C
7. had
8. C
9. could
10. didn’t have
11. C
12. C
13. would
14. C
15. would have
16. were
17. have
18. C
19. C
20. had come
21. C
22. C
23. would say

Test/Review
Part 1
1. could travel, would visit
2. would read, had
3. were, would make
4. would go, were
5. wouldn’t call, paid
7. were, would, be

Part 2
1. would have woken up; had set
2. had passed; would have passed
3. would have answered; had heard
4. hadn’t left; could have gotten
5. had taken; would have improved
6. would have bought; had had

Part 3
1. had told, were, had
2. didn’t live
3. had, didn’t have, lived
4. had come, had studied, could go
5. had
6. wouldn’t do
7. didn’t have, could go

Part 4
1. c
2. d
3. a
4. b
5. b
6. a
7. d
8. c
9. b
10. c
11. a
12. a
13. d
14. c
15. d
16. c
17. a
18. b
19. a
20. b